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Service delivery and issue management 
policy 
 

definitions 
A Service Delivery Issue exists when there is a gap between stakeholder expectations and the quality of 
the services delivered by the company. 

What is issue management 

 

+ the process used to close that gap 
+ a formal management process to anticipate and take appropriate action on emerging trends, 

concerns, or issues likely to affect the company and its stakeholders 
+ a link between the company and its stakeholders that responses and manages stakeholder 

expectations 
+ genuine and ethical long-term commitment by the company to a two-way, inclusive standard of 

corporate responsibility towards its stakeholders 
 

An Issue Management Process is followed to track any issue that may impact the success of delivering 
COLLAR’s recruitment services. 
This process entails completing a variety of review techniques to assess the level of impact that the issue 
is having on the service delivery and then undertaking a range of actions to resolve or reduce the issue as 
appropriate. 
 
The Issue Management Process is used to ensure that every issue identified is formally: 
 

+ Communicated 
+ Documented 
+ Monitored 
+ Reviewed 
+ Resolved  

 

1. Procedure 

1 .1 .  RAI SE I SS UE  
Customers, clients or any COLLAR employee can raise a service delivery issue at any time. When this occurs, 
the Issue Originator:  
 

+ Identifies an issue applicable to a particular aspect of the services provided by COLLAR 
+ Informs Operations Manager, preferably through a written communication  
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1 .2.  EVAL UATE  
The Operations Manager reviews the issue(s) raised and determines whether or not each issue is 
applicable to the range or services provided by COLLAR. 
 
If an issue is considered by the Operations Manager to be service delivery related then a formal issue is 
classified and documented on the Issue Management Log and an issue number is assigned. The 
Operations Manager will assign an issue ‘priority’ based on the level of impact the issue has on the quality 
of services provided by COLLAR.  
 
 

1 .3.  AS SI GN IS SUE T O BE RE S OLVE D  
After investigating the issue and consulting with the Director and/or appropriate staff, the Office Manager 
may decide: 

 
+ To close the issue on the Issue Management Log if there are no outstanding issue actions and the 

issue is no longer impacting on the company’s services or performance. 
+ To raise a change request if the issue results in the need for a change in any aspect of the 

services provided 
+ To raise a service delivery risk if the issue is likely to impact on the services delivered by the 

company as a whole or a particular consultant in the future 
+ To assign issue actions to attempt to resolve the issue 

 
 

1 .4.  RE S OLVE I SSU E  
After a plan to address the issue has been determined, the Operations Manager will:  
 

+ Schedule each step for completion 
+ Ensure each step is completed  
+ Review the success of each step completed 
+ Communicate the success of each action completed 
+ Close the issue on the Issue Management Log 

2. ROLES 
 
The following resources will play a role in the identification, review and resolution of issues regarding 
COLLAR and its stakeholders. 
 

2.1 .  ISSU E ORI GI NAT OR  
The Issue Originator identifies the issue and notifies the Operations Manager, preferably through a written 
communication. The Issue Originator can be a client, customer or any member of COLLAR staff. 
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2.1 .  OFFICE MANAGE R  
The Operations Manager receives, records, monitors and controls the progress of all issues within the 
company. The Operations Manager is responsible for:  
 

+ Receiving issues that are raised from Issue Originators  
+ Recording and prioritizing issues in the Issue Management Log 
+ Regularly reviewing all issues  
+ Identifying issues which require change requests and/or can cause any risks and raising them to 

the Director 
+ Approving issue resolution actions 
+ Closing issues which are no longer impacting on the company 
+ Recording issue trends, monitoring them and ensuring the continuous improvement of the 

services delivered by COLLAR. 

2.2.  THE DI RE CTOR  
The Director will receive issues from the Operations Manager that are deemed high priority or high 
impact to the overall success of the company. The Director may direct or guide the Office Manager on 
the most appropriate course of action to take to resolve the issue.  
 

2.3.  EMPL OYE ES  
The COLLAR employees will implement the necessary steps to resolve the issue based on direction from 
the Operations Manager or the Director. 
 
 

Issue Management Log 
The Issue Management Log is used to identify, document and track any issues regarding delivery of 
recruitment services by COLLAR. 
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